Operationalizing Our Output to Deliver Readiness

Army Materiel Command  Army Sustainment Command

**LOE 1: Enable Readiness**

1.1 Maximize Material Readiness for Units Across the Total Army
1.2 Ensure APS Readiness
1.3 Support Power Projection Platforms that are Ready & Able to Project the Force
1.4 Provide Responsive Installation Support

**AMC Strategic Objectives**

1. Unit EOH (Current & Projected)
2. Unit Equipment Readiness (Current & Projected)
3. Excess & Divestitures (Current & Projected)
4. Strategic Power Projection Capabilities ISO AP3 (Current & Projected)
5. ATP/ASL Stockage, Performance & Mobility (Current & Projected)
6. APS EOH & ER (Current & Projected) to include Watercraft
7. Speed of APS Issue: Ready to Fight Configuration
8. Installation Status Report - Service Assessment

**CSA Priorities**

1) Strategic Human Capital Action Plan
2) Health and Wellness Program Participation
3) SHARP Statistics (Training and Incidents)
4) Safety in the Workplace Statistics
5) EO/EEO/IG/Ombudsman Incidents, Complaints, Issues
6) EO Climate Survey Results
7) Resiliency Programs
8) Reduction of Overall Hiring Timeline

**ASC Priorities**

1) Acquisition Process Compliance
2) Readiness Effects
3) Cost Control
4) Compliance with Award Schedule
5) Small Business Program Support

**AMC Initiatives**

1. Shape the Fight – ASC Reshape & Mission Command Alignment
2. Operationalize Contracting – Optimize Strategic Sourcing
3. Optimize LRC Support – Enable Power Projection
4. Operationalize APS – Ready to Fight
5. Sustain Unit Readiness – Improve EOH
6. Redistribution & Divestiture
7. Optimize the Supply Chain – Materiel Management
8. Sustainment Doctrine & Regulations
9. Total Force Integration
10. Strategic Human Capital Action Plan

**ASC Campaign Plan**

**LOE 2: Optimize Acquisition Strategies**

2.1 Employ Strategic Decision Making to Operationalize Contracted Solutions
2.2 Provide Contracted Capability at the Operational and Tactical Points of Need to Enable Readiness
2.3 Manage Contracted Actions to Achieve Readiness Effects and Policy Goals

**LOE 3: Ready and Resilient Workforce**

3.1 Execute Strategic Human Capital Action Plan
3.2 Ensure a Safe Workplace
3.3 Enable a Healthy Command
3.4 Execute Army and Logistics Leader Development

**ASC Mission**

ASC integrates and synchronizes the delivery of AMC capabilities and enablers at the operational and tactical points of need

**RIA 2040**

A collaborative Federal, Public, Private environment that meets the needs of the Army, Joined with the Quad Cities

**Empowered Workforce**

An agile, adaptive, and professional workforce operating in a positive & safe environment

**Force Projection**

AMC, in conjunction with strategic partners, enables the U.S. ability to project ground forces

**Battlefield Sustainment**

AMC aligns regionally with the force in order to deliver sustainment rapidly to the point of need

**AMC Priorities**

- Strategic Readiness
- Future Force
- Soldiers and People

**SA Priorities**

- Taking care of Our Soldiers, Civilians, and their Families
- Developing Capabilities to Counter Emerging Threats
- Meaningful Acquisition Reform

**CSA Priorities**

- Readiness (Current Fight)
- Future Army (Future Fight)
- Take Care of the Troops (Always)

**AMC Priorities**

- Strategic Readiness
- Future Force
- Soldiers and People

**ASC Priorities**

- Enable Operational Readiness
- Support the Future Army
- Take Care of People
- Maintain & Foster Relations

**Engagement Strategy to Achieve Desired Effects**

Collaborative Effort Among All AMC Organizations

**Resourcing & Audit Readiness**
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